Description
A brilliant, inclusive collection of traditional tales from around the world
featuring amazing women and girls.
Once upon a time, there was a handsome prince who – no, that’s not
right! Once upon a time, there were strong, fierce women who plotted,
schemed, took action, showed kindness, used magic and trickery, and
made their own destiny. From the long-haired Petrosinella who escaped
the tower and broke the spell that the ogress had cast over her and
Nana Miriam who beat a hippo using politeness and magic, to Kate
Crackernuts who tried to save her stepsister from her mother’s curse,
these are stories of girls doing it for themselves!
With stories drawn from all over the world, including China, Scotland,
Armenia, Italy and Nigeria, Lari Don presents heroine stories that don’t
leave girls sitting around waiting to be saved by the handsome prince.

About the author and illustrator
Lari is an award-winning writer for young people of all ages. She loved traditional tales and folklore as a child, and
now collects stories of any shape and size, from all sorts of sources, to inspire her novels. Fierce, Fearless and Free is
her fifth anthology for Bloomsbury, returning to the theme of her first – the bestselling Girls, Goddesses and Giants.
She lives in Edinburgh with her husband and two fierce, fearless and free daughters.
When Eilidh isn’t drawing she’s thinking about drawing and she loves nothing more than to immerse herself in the
world of traditional stories. Her sketch books are packed with detailed drawings and plots and plans. An illustrator
and designer, she loves the variety of working one day on one of her popular colouring books or city-scape prints, and
the next on one of Lari’s extraordinary heroines. Fierce, Fearless and Free is her first book for Bloomsbury.
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Kandek and the wolf
An Armenian folktale about a girl who meets a werewolf on the edge of the forest, and uses her cleverness to escape
being eaten for supper.

Task 1: Wit not weapons
Kandek didn’t want to be eaten, by a wolf or an old woman. But she didn’t have a knife to slice her way out of the
sack. She would have to cut herself free using words.
Kandek escapes from the werewolf by using words to get out of a sack, and tricks to drop the werewolf into hot
water. Many stories are about heroes and heroines defeating or escaping from monsters by using cleverness rather
than weapons.
Activity 1: Can you think of any other stories you’ve heard or read where the heroine or hero
uses cleverness rather than strength or fighting to escape?
Activity 2: Can you think of some difficult or dangerous situation - traps or monsters - where using brains
and cleverness rather than swords or strength would help your character escape?

Trap or Monster

Clever Way to Escape

werewolf wants to eat you

trick werewolf into falling into her own cooking pot
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Task 2: A step-by-step escape
Kandek did not want to go into that water, over those flames. She had just one more chance to escape.
Activity 1: Look at your ideas above. Is there one you’d like to turn into a story?
Activity 2: Now - turn it into a story! There’s some handy tips below:
›

First imagine what the trap or monster looks like

›

Then think about how your character gets into that difficult situation

›

Think about how they feel when they are trapped or in danger

›

Perhaps they could try one way to escape, but it doesn’t work

›

Then they try the clever way, and it works! (And how do they feel as they escape?)

Activity 3: Now share your story!
You could write it, draw it, act it out, or tell it to someone.
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Task 3: Mapping monsters
Kandek could see green fields through the trees; she was nearly out of the forest.
Kandek was taken deep into the forest by the werewolf, and she must have had a good sense of direction to get
back out again.
Activity 1: Could you design a map of the forest, like the one below, in case anyone else has to find
their way out?
Activity 2: Consider what other monsters, magical creatures and animals might live in the
forest, and mark their homes or lairs on the map.

Start here

Green fields

Activity 3: Can you draw a safe path through the forest, avoiding all the dangers?
Can you draw a less safe path, which would take you past all the most dangerous creatures?
Which path would make a better story?
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Goddess vs mountain
A Sumerian myth about a goddess fighting a mountain, because the mountain refuses to respect her and threatens
the people who worship her.

Task 1: Unlikely baddies
Inanna scrambled to her feet. She’d broken almost all her weapons on this arrogant insulting mountain, but she still
had her sword.
In Fierce, Fearless and Free, Lari tells stories about heroines defeating witches, werewolves, cannibals and dragons, but
she also tells stories about other less obvious baddies, like a talking mountain and a fiery hippo.
Activity 1: Can you think of some unlikely baddies?
Activity 2: Think of something or someone that isn’t normally a baddie in a story – possibly because they are
usually nice in stories, or possibly because they aren’t usually characters at all…
Here are some examples from Fierce, Fearless and Free to get you started!
Character

What They Usually Are In Stories

What Do They Do In The Story?

mountain

landscape

talk, and throw insults!

hippo

plump and smiley

steal rice, and set grass on fire

Activity 3: Think about which of these unlikely baddies you would most like to see in a story. 		
(Of course, the best person to put them in a story is you, because you invented them!)
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Task 2: Hidden stories
Inanna, Goddess of Love and War, loved both her jobs.
The story of Inanna, the goddess who wrestles a mountain, is one of the oldest human stories we know. But her
stories and other wonderful Sumerian myths were lost for thousands of years, on tablets under the sands of Iraq, and
were only found just over a hundred years ago. (Which is not a long time, in terms of myths and legends…)
Activity 1: Think about how many other ancient and exciting stories might be hidden under sand or
in caves or in other mysterious places? Where in the world might you find them? Use a map to help
inspire you!
Activity 2: Create a short scene to act out, in groups if possible, about a team of explorers 			
or archaeologists finding a hidden pile of stories. Think about:
›

Where are they searching?

›

What have they found? Carved stone, tablets, scrolls, books, knotted threads?

›

Can they read the stories or do they need to translate them ? Are the stories told in words or
pictures or some other way?

›

Have they found very old versions of stories we already know (the very first Cinderella story or
dragon story or unicorn story) or completely unknown ancient stories?

›

Do they want to share the stories, or keep the stories to themselves?

Space for notes about your scene:
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Task 3: Before and after
Ebih spat a dribble of molten rock at her.
Ebih the mountain spat insults at Inanna, but also fire and smoke. So he was probably a volcano…
Activity 1: Can you draw (or even build!) a volcano before and after it erupts?
You might want to do some research (in the library? online?) about the structure and shape of volcanoes,
and where the lava comes from.
Once you have drawn your before and after volcanoes, you could add a very small Inanna, on the slopes…
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Neringa and the sea dragon
A Lithuanian legend about a giant who defends her fishing village and the people she loves against the storms
and violence of a sea dragon.

Task 1: The giant next door
She never got annoyed when she was the first person found in hide-and-seek. (It’s hard to hide when 			
you’re a giant…)
Neringa is a giant child, brought up in a human village by a human family.
Activity 1: Imagine a friendly giant the same age as you, living next door to you!
What problems might that cause? What could they help you with? What games could you play with them?
Activity 2: Can you imagine a dialogue between a human child and a giant child, trying to choose a game
that will work for both of them? Do a role-play of the dialogue with a friend or family member!
Activity 3: Draw a picture of the human child and the giant child playing. How can you fit them both in
the picture? (Do you make the human child very small? Or only show a bit of the giant?)
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Task 2: Stories shape the world
Locals still tell stories about the giant who built a wall in the sea to protect them from a dragon.
Lithuanian children tell the story of Neringa, then point to the long sandy peninsula that still stretches out to sea.
Lots of old stories were created to explain the landscape around us, to explain why a hill is a certain shape, or why
a rock is in a certain place.
Activity 1: Think of a landscape that you know well. Think of a feature in it – it could be something big
like a hill or river, or something small like a rock in your playground. Imagine it in your head.

Activity 2: Draw the landscape feature that you are imagining.

Activity 3: Look at it. What’s interesting or unique or strange about it?
Think about what kind of creature or magic or accident could have made it that way…
Activity 4: Write a story as a caption to the picture.
(If you prefer, you can imagine a really odd-shaped hill, or amazing-shaped river, or funny-shaped stone, and
draw it, and invent a story for it…)
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Task 3: Stories around the world
The stories in Fierce Fearless & Free come from lots of different countries and cultures, including China, Nigeria,
Ireland, Mexico, Greece, Scotland… But Lari couldn’t tell stories from every nation and culture, or the book would be
too big to lift! However, there are lots of other brilliant stories about wonderful heroines from all over the world.
Activity 1: Look at the map showing where all the stories in this collection came from. Then look at
all the gaps! We can fill this map up…
Activity 2: Are there any countries or places you have a connection to or an interest in? Do you know, or can
you find, any stories about strong girls from that country? (Or can you invent one?)
Activity 3: Describe that story to someone else.

Siberia
Scotland

Lithuania

Ireland

Greece
Italy

Armenia
Iraq
China

Mexico

Nig eria

Ecuador
Solomon
Islands

Can you fill the map full of stories?
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Medea and the Metal Man
Colour in Medea! Inspired by 'Medea and the Metal Man - Greek Myth' from Fierce, Fearless and Free
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Bridget and the Witches Spot the differences! Inspired by ‘Bridget and the Witches - Irish Folk Tale’
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Bridget and the Witches Spot the differences! - Answers. Inspired by ‘Bridget and the Witches - Irish Folk Tale’

Petrosinella and the tower
An Italian fairy tale about a girl with long hair, who is locked in a tower with no door… How will
she escape?

Task 1: Make your own fairy tale
“No,” boomed the ogre. “The tower is enchanted to prevent Petrosinella escaping and the magic is anchored to three
acorns hidden inside.”
In this Italian tale, which is similar to the German tale about Rapunzel, the girl with long hair has to find three
magic acorns to escape from the tower. Most fairy tales are told in different ways in different countries and cultures.
There is never only one single authentic ‘correct’ version of any old story.
Activity 1: Can you make up your own version of a well-known fairy tale?
What would you change? The goodie, the baddie, the magic?
Activity 2: Think about the ingredients which make up the fairy tale by filling in the grid below (don’t
worry if your story doesn’t have all of these ingredients)
The main character

Magical objects?

The baddie

Magical creatures?

The setting

Most dramatic moment?

What’s the main character’s problem?

How does the main character solve their problem?

Activity 3: Now consider what happens to the story if you change one or two of those
ingredients. Can you tell your new story out loud to someone?
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Task 2: What doesn’t happen next…
She’s escaped! Your girl in the tower climbed down with that boy and they’re getting away!
Lari has always been a bit bored by weddings, so none of the stories she tells in Fierce Fearless & Free ends with a
girl marrying a handsome prince. She prefers her characters to have more adventures instead…
When you tell a story, you get to choose the ending that suits you.
Activity 1: Pick a story you know well – a fairy tale, a novel, a picture book, a film or any other story –
and imagine a different ending for it. You can give it your own happy ever after (or tragic ending)…
Now write, draw or act out the ending
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Task 3: What does happen next?
Every year, Petrosinella sent two postcards about her adventures, one to the prince in the palace by the dark forest
and one to her mother in the house beside the beautiful garden.
When Petrosinella escapes from the tower, rather than sending out wedding invitations she goes off to have
adventures, and sends postcards back to the other characters in the story.
Activity 1: Draw the front of some postcards and write the backs, showing the different places Petrosinella
visits and the adventures she has.
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Fire and Rain
Colour in Nakawé! Inspired by 'Fire and Rain - Mexican Myth' from Fierce, Fearless and Free
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Maria and the condor
An Ecuadorian folktale about a girl who helps a huge bird escape a flood, and is offered three favours in return.

Task 1: Do me a favour…
The condor circled above her. “Can’t you count, stupid girl? I gave you three favours. You have already used two
favours. Therefore you only have one favour left. This is your last favour. Your last chance. Why would you waste it
on someone else?”
Maria is offered three favours by a huge South American bird called a condor, and has to make difficult decisions
about what to ask for.
Activity 1: What would your answers be to these questions about favours?
›

If a giant bird offered you three favours, today, what would you ask for?

›

What might you have asked for a couple of years ago?

›

What do you think you might ask for next year?

›

Are the three things different at different times? Why?

›

If you had to ask for favours for other people, what might you ask for?

›

What if you had to ask for favours for characters in stories?

›

What three favours might you ask for Cinderella, or Little Red Riding Hood, or Jack climbing the bean stalk?

Activity 2: Choose characters from some of your favourite stories, and think about what magical favour
you would ask for them, and how it would change the story.
character
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Task 2: Spiders!
She waved at the spider and the spider waved back with its two front legs.
Lari is terrified of spiders, and was a bit nervous about researching and retelling this story, because that made her
think of spiders far more often than she’s comfortable with! But she knows that the spiders she meets at home
in Scotland can’t do her any harm, and therefore this is not a fear that keeps her safe… So, she is trying to tell this
story as often as possible, because it has a nice helpful spider in it, which might help her feel a bit better about all
spiders.

Activity 1: Can you come up with other positive stories about nice spiders, that might help other
people who are scared of spiders…
a ……. spider

might do this….

a helpful spider

spin a rope to help you up a cliff

a funny spider
a brave spider

Activity 2: Now add your own positive adjectives
positive adjective

might do this....

a .....funny..... spider

tell a good joke

a......................spider
a......................spider

Activity 3: Pick one of the stories which you could expand to tell (kindly and gently) to
someone who is scared of spiders. (NB – don’t show them photos of spiders. Ever. 		
That really won’t help….)
(In her lifelong campaign to be less scared of spiders, Lari also retold a story about
spiders inventing tinsel in Winter’s Tales, which might be worth looking at…)
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Task 3: Playing games!
For two days, the family watched the floodwaters rise… For two more days, they watched the waters fall.
Once all the condor and spider excitement was over, Maria and her family spent four whole days on top of a cliff
waiting to go home. And all they had taken with them were loaves of bread, knives and blankets.
Activity 1: Can you think of a few other (easy to carry) things they could have taken with them, and
what they would have been useful for?
Easy to carry object

What is it useful for

Bread

To eat

Knife

To cut the bread

Activity 2: Can you think of any games they could play, sitting on the edge of a cliff, that wouldn’t need
any toys, or equipment (or wifi, or electricity)?
Activity 3: Play these games with a partner!
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The Lace Dragon Spot the differences! Inspired by ‘The Lace Dragon - Chinese Folk Tale’
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The Lace Dragon Spot the differences - answers! Inspired by ‘The Lace Dragon - Chinese Folk Tale’

Altyn aryg and the snake’s belly
A Siberian legend about a girl who tries to prove her worth to her father by defeating a giant snake…

Task 1: Words and pictures
The khan’s daughter leapt between the snake’s fangs into the snake’s mouth. She ran down the snake’s throat,
towards the snake’s belly. And the snake’s jaws snapped shut behind her.
Stories are not just about words, stories are about the pictures in your head created by the words read or spoken…
Activity 1: Can you draw a dramatic moment from your favourite story in Fierce,
Fearless & Free?

If you show the picture to someone else, can they tell which story it’s from? (It’s fine if they can’t! Because we all
see stories differently…)
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Task 2: The belly of the beast
Altyn Aryg looked around the long belly, which was full of people, their animals, their tents and their lamps.
There are lots of old tales about people going into the belly of the beast – either leaping in deliberately or being
swallowed – then escaping and sometimes even defeating the monster.
Activity 1: Can you think of or find any other stories where characters spend time in the belly 		
of a beast? (You might want to research Jonah, Assiepattle or Little Red Riding Hood).
character

what beast’s belly

how did they get out?

Altyn Aryg

giant snake

strong sword arm

Activity 2: Lots of stories all over the world have similar themes. Can you find more than one story about:

discovering a magical creature’s name
being recognised because a shoe (or pie

ce of jewellery) fits

al

a character being enchanted to become an anim

Can you find any other repeated themes or images in other traditional tales?
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Task 3: Stories for everyone
Her father still kept saying, “Even one hundred girls wouldn’t be equal to one boy…”
Altyn Aryg set off to defeat a monster to prove that girls are every bit as good as boys. In Fierce, Fearless and
Free, Lari Don tells myths and legends which all feature girls at the centre of the story. We hope you’ve enjoyed
these activities and these stories! Here are some ideas for discussion that you can use to explore these stories
further.
Discussion Points:

n?
How you feel about the stories in this collectio
Is a book about girls defeating monsters and solving problems a book
for girls, or a book for everyone?
What other stories do you know about girls who defeat
monsters or solve their own problems?

What stories do you know about boys who defeat monsters or solve their own problems?
Does it matter to you whether the main character in a story – a
myth or a novel, a fairy tale or a film – is a boy or a girl?
When girls are main characters, wh

at kind of character traits do they hav
e?

When boys are main characters, what kind of character traits

do they have?

Are real people (boys and girls) a mix of all those things and more?
Are there any other groups of people you think aren’t represented well enough in stories?
search for, or imagine, stories to make everyone feel included?

Should we

Do you feel the stories in this collection repr

esented you and your friends?
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Draw your own character!
Be inspired by Fierce, Fearless and Free
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